
IELTS writing - task 1

Introduction



Quiz
How much do you know about 

task 1?

How much time should you 
give to task 1?

What's the word count?

Do you have time to count 
the words in the test?

What are the possible 
tasks?



Quiz
How much do you know about 

task 1?

How much time should you 
give to task 1? 2o minutes

What's the word count? 150

Do you have time to count 
the words in the test? No, 
you don't.

What are the possible 
task? A description of 
information usually in the 
form of a diagram (an 
object, a process or a set 
of data)



Important!
Do you need to give your 
interpretation or personal 
opinion in task 1?

No, you don't and 
you'll be marked down 
if you do!



Quiz
What are the assessment 
criteria? And how much 

does each criterion weigh?

1. Task achievement(25%)
2. Cohesion and 

coherence(25%)
3. Grammar range and 

accuracy(25%)
4. Lexical resources(25%)



TASK ACHIEVEMENT



A model 1. Introduction
2. Description
3. Conclusion



Introduction
state what the graphic is, 

and the main/overall 
points/trends/events

Look at the information on 
the diagram itself (title, 
headings, labels, axis 
information, etc.)

Use synonyms and grammar 
transformation to re-write 
this information into 
introductory sentences.

Analyse the question to 
find out what type of 
information is required.



Tip #1: use 
synonyms and 
grammar 
transformation in 
your introduction



Activity 1: synonyms

How many synonyms can you add to the table?

diagram shows number

graph illustrates percentage



Activity 1: synonyms - KEYS
diagram shows number

Graph
Chart
Visual
Piece of information
Illustration
Map
Pie chart
Figure
Drawing
Image 

Illustrates
Describes
Gives an overview
Focuses on
Points out 
Outlines
Depicts
Compares
Portraits
Highlights
Represents
Displays
Delineates
Defines
Provides 
Breaks down XXX by YYY

Percentage
Figure
Data
Detail
Statistics
Ratio
Proportion
Amount
Numerical data
Stages
Steps



Activity 2: language to illustrate
● This bar chart illustrates how many journeys people made on public transport over a three-month 

period.

● This table compares bus, train, and taxi use between April and June.

● The results are shown in the chart below.

● In this pie chart, the survey are broken down by age.

● This pie chart breaks down the survey results by age.

● According to these figures, bus travel accounts for 60% of public transport use.

● From the data in the above paragraph, it is apparent that buses are the most widely used form of 

public transport.



Activity 2: write an introduction for this task



Activity 2: write an introduction for this task - KEY
The graph illustrates the change in 
the number of visitors to Corfu 
over a 10-year period from 1995 to 
2005.
The illustration focuses on three 
countries: Russia, Japan and 
France.



Tip #2: Analyse the 
question to find out 
what type of 
information is 
required.



Activity 3: Highlight the keywords in these tasks

Compare and contrast the given information and describe the 
main trends.

Describe the information in the figure.

Describe the similarities and differences as shown in the 
chart.

Describe the patterns of the two sets of information, and 
any relationship between them.



Description
state what the graphic is, 

and the main/overall 
points/trends/events

Look at the information on 
the diagram itself (title, 
headings, labels, axis 
information, etc.)

Use synonyms and grammar 
transformation to re-write 
this information into 
introductory sentences.

Analyse the question to 
find out what type of 
information is required.

Do not use: bullet points 
/ headings / note form



Tip #3: Look at the 
time the 
information relate 
to and think what 
tenses are needed



Conclusion
You need a conclusion. 
You'll be marked down if 
you don't include one.

A sentence (or two) 
paraphrasing the main 
points from the 
introduction is all that 
is required.

Introducing the final 
sentences is improved by 
the use of linkers e.g.

Overall, then, the diagram . . .

To conclude / In conclusion, the 
diagram . . .

To summarise, the diagram . . .



LEXICAL RESOURCES



Activity 1: synonyms for movement

Go up Go down Go up and down Stay the same



Activity 1: synonyms for movement -keys

Go up Go down Go up and down Stay the same

Grow
Increase
Rise
Soar
Pick up
Rocket
Pick up 
Double
Take off 
Hit a peak

Descrease
Dip
Drop
Fall
Plummet
Plunge
Sink
Halve
Decline 

Fluctuate Remain steady
Remain stable
Stabilise 



Activity 2: word families

Avoid repetition - transformation

Adjective- noun collocations Verb-adverb collocations

A steady growth

A sudden drop

A significant decrease

A wild fluctuation

Increased slightly
Rose dramatically

Fell steadily

Decreased sharply



Activity 2: word families - keys

Avoid repetition - transformation

Adjective- noun collocations Verb-adverb collocations

A steady growth
A slight increase
A dramatic rise
A sudden drop
A steady fall
A significant decrease
A sharp decrease
A wild fluctuation

Grew steadily 
Increased slightly
Rose dramatically
Dropped suddenly
Fell steadily
Decreased significantly
Decreased sharply
Fluctuated wildly



Activity 3: Describe precisely

Describe precisely

Complete the expressions with adjectives from the previous exercise

1. A _________ rise/fall is both large and fast.
2. A ________ rise/fall is small, slow and regular.
3. A _________ rise/fall is small.
4. A _________ rise/fall is fast and unexpected.
5. A _________ rise/fall is not necessarily large or fast but is important and meaningful.


